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This thesis explores the potentialities and survival problems of a
Human Resources Management Program in the U. S. Navy and proposes
a technique for measuring its potential impact on the naval organization.
The intended application of this work is to the practice of human re-
sources management in the context of the U. S. Navy from both a
theoretical and practical viewpoint. The proposed measurement tech-
nique is designed to provide a type of "third level" information, more
specific than currently exists, which is deemed critical to the real-
time application of this emerging practice. The main premise of the
thesis is that such contributions of increased analvtical measurement
capabilities in human resources management will be the critical factors
at present in determining if, in reality, this "humanized" approach to
naval management will pass its first test of survival in the existing
organization. Such a test is its ability to define its role and capabili-
ties to others and to produce some "scientifically acceptable" measure
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On 29 October 1970, the Chief of Naval Operations approved a one
year pilot program in human resources management. The perceived
objective of this program is to develop, implement, and evaluate action
programs, which will improve the overall effectiveness of the Navy-
through enhanced management of its human resources and through the
development of an organizational climate in which the individual can
better contribute to the accomplishment of the naval mission while
concurrently meeting his own personal needs. Implicit in this objective
is improved management through enhanced comroivni cations and better
understanding of the Navy man as an individual.
B. ORIENTATION
The first challenge to this action from the Naval community seems
to ask: "Is this another limited objective? Are we reacting to social
pressures with a pacification program or are we seriously attempting
a long range approach to a recognized and often neglected need? " It
is assumed here that both the level of support and concept of this pro-
gram imply expanded objectives and long range change activities in
the future.
Such change is initially aimed at the human social organization in
that it is only in this environment that actual communications and

better understanding of the Navy man as an individual can occur. Much
has been researched about human organizations and it is not the purpose
of this thesis to retrace this ground. Rather a brief introduction of it
here in the context of this thesis is presented.
C. THE HUMAN ORGANIZATION
An initial description of the human organization is the attempt to
understand its structure. It is not a formless aggregate of interacting
individuals engaged in the creation of some random combination of
events. In the most generic sense the structure of the human organiza-
tion is contained in its various functions. The proposed diagnosis of
the needs of the human organization is done on three levels of analysis.
These atteryir^t to describe th health state the s^T^iT^tomci^ic s^a^- *3 3nd
the etiology of its disorders ("third level" information).
It is premised that an effective human organization cannot exist
without the habitual realization by its members of three factors: their
expected activities, the understanding and skill needed for the perfor-
mance of those activities, and motivation to engage in that performance.
The first two factors are deemed essential if the individual is to better
contribute to the accomplishment of the naval mission; and the third
can only come about if the individual is concurrently provided an
environment in which he can meet his own personal needs.
Thus, human resource management programs which meet the
stated objective must provide for the activities that accomplish the

above functions. Such a set of activities, required of every Navy man,
constitutes his role. At one level of conceptualization, then, the human
organization is considered a structure of roles and the various role
functions in which its members are engaged.
D. ANALYSIS AND THE NATURE OF CHANGE
Analysis and attempted measurement of such roles is proposed
along two dimensions -- those perceived and those preferred. The
initial diagnosis of the resulting measures of difference along these
dimensions defines the types of change necessary for creating the
organizational climates in which the "individual can better contribute
to the accomplishment of the naval mission while concurrently meeting
his own personal, ne^ds."
Such change is assumed to be an attempt to alter behavior at both
the top and bottom of the naval organization. Argyris ( ^ ), one of the
leading researchers in this area, recommends two approaches to this
effort -- laboratory training and restructuring of the human organization
(a redesign of roles). He recommends that laboratory training only be
used with management groups, as behavior at the top is considerably
influenced by skill in interpersonal relationships.
Argyris views behavior at lower levels to be largely determined
by technology and control systems, and that they can be changed only
by new thinking about job design, controls and the authority system.
This supports the premise that enduring change implies not only

individual motivational changes, but structural changes within the
organization and in its relationship to its environment. Failing the
attainment of such new equilibria, the change effort would be assumed
to be absorbed and the organization returned to its previous level of
functioning.
E. GOAL: ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
It is deemed that enhancing the management of human resources
and development of desired organizational climates through several
levels of change is the only way to bring about an improvement of the
overall effectiveness of the Navy. At the individual level, organizational
effectiveness is viewed in terms of three generic requirements --
(1) ioinin" and remaining in the organization, (2.\ nerfnrminp denendablv
the assigned activities, and (3) engaging in cooperative behavior in the
service of the Navy's objectives. The first requirement directly ad-
dresses the number one problem in the Navy -- that of retention.
Improvement in this area seems to be the most focal issue. Perform-
ance, the second requirement, relates directly to other recognized
problem areas -- mutual reports of poor performance about each other
from commanding officers and junior officers, reported conflicts
among junior officers and chief petty officers, and expressed desires
for better management training. The third requirement of cooperative
behavior applies to the remaining major problem areas -- those of
minority affairs, drug abuse, and dissent. It is premised that the

motive patterns for minimizing these problem areas are not the same,
nor will the same conditions necessarily arouse all of these motive
patterns.
What is envisioned on the organizational level, then, is that the
organization faces the problem of what mix of conditions (specific
changes in climate) it seeks to create for what sectors of the organiza-
tion in order to achieve given types of effectiveness (i. e. minimize
some of the aforementioned problem areas individually).
F. NEEDED: A "SUCCESS" MEASURE
Given the above potential mix of change efforts required, the prob-
lem remains to somehow demonstrate the effects of any induced change.
This is not only important for the information of the service organiza-
tion (i. e. the pilot Human Resources Management Group) effecting
such change, but for gaining acceptance from top naval management,
as well as future clients (other naval organizations). Such "measure-
ment" of results and "success, " no matter how scientifically approached,
ultimately involves an assignment of values. The objective of such a
task is to structure subjectivity (responses to perceived and preferred
organizational climate) in a way that some value assignments to "change"
can be produced relative to subsequent responses about perceptions
and preferences regarding organizational climate.
A method using multi-dimensional scaling is proposed in this thesis
to "map" such perceptions and preferences based on judgments of rank

order and similarity. This is the "third level" analysis which is
attempted to provide more structural subjective information regarding
the etiology, or origins, of various symptoms of organizational climate.
This proposal is not an attempt to reduce the human component to
numbers. Rather it is a systematic attempt to further define individual
and organizational relationships by examining gaps in perception and
assigning values to them. The validity of this approach is supported
by an emerging range of research in psychometrics, marketing, and •
the behavioral sciences ( £ ), (3 ), ( 'x )• The interdisciplinary mix
resulting in the analytical measurement device proposed is the author's
most promising and original attempt to date to meet the need for this
critical "measurement" function in human resources management.
G. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
The introduction has described the background and orientation of
a pilot Human Resources Management Program. In doing so it has
discussed the human organization as the focal point of such a program.
Enhanced management of human resources is aimed at improving the
overall effectiveness of the Navy. As pointed out, the problem remains
to somehow demonstrate or measure whether the changes implemented
are achieving such effectiveness.
The next chapter of this thesis breaks this overall problem into
its component parts. First, it discusses the most immediate prob-
lem of short-term human resources management program survival.
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This survival is viewed as depending upon the program's ability to
proceed through three stages of development, in which the areas of
role requirements and client acceptance are most crucial. In pro-
gressing from being able to develop the necessary roles to gaining
client acceptance, marketing efforts and measurement techniques are
needed. Concepts of both are discussed at an intuitive level in Chapterll
From this point on, the approaches to measurement (the key to
implementing such a pilot program) are further defined. Chapter HI'
explains the qualitative approach proposed, which is conceptually based
on research performed by Rensis Likert. Potentials and limitations
of such a measure are discussed. The quantitative measurements
proposed appear in Chapter IV. Using the emerging tool of multi-
dimensional scaling, an attempt is made to structure subjectivity in
an effort to study the causes behind symptoms of organizational ill
health. Defining such causes provides standards by which measure-
ments of human organizational change can be made. The conceptual
approach and application of this technique are discussed. As a final
step, a descriptive guide to the evaluation of the outcome of the
application is given along with suggestions for further experimentation.
Chapter V then summarizes the thesis and draws conclusions
regarding the potentialities of the pilot Human Resources Management
Program and the proposed technique to measure its impact. The
Appendices contain all supportive material, technical explanations,
and the computer programs used in the analysis.
11

II. THE PROBLEM SETTING
The foremost problem facing the Human Resources Management
Program (HRMP) is seen to be its short-term survival. Being required
to operate in the current management environment, the program must
face such pragmatic questions as:
- Can it meet its proposed role?
- Is its role acceptable to the clients it intends to serve?
- Assuming some changes are induced, can these be measured?
- Considering all of the above, can such a program be judged
cost-effective?
The premise is that unless the program has an approach to meet
these requirements, its survival in the near term is tenuous. This
chapter explores such an approach by defining the problem setting,
proposing potential HRMP roles, and depicting the nature of action
programs as seen by the author.
Central to the understanding of these concepts are several figures.
Figure 1 graphically depicts the problem setting in general. Stage I
is the present perceived situation of the HRMP, Stage II is the per-
ceived process of development in which it is currently engaged, and
Stage III is the potential application phase.
In Stage I, it is assumed that the nature of HRMP activities is
long term. This implies bringing about anticipated changes at both
12
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the individual and organizational levels. The HRMP (change agent)
activities designed to create this change define its role. In general
this role is depicted as that of diagnosing organizational illness and
prescribing therapeutic measures to induce organizational health.
At the interface of Stages I and II is the critical question of
whether or not the HRMP can meet the role described. If not, re-
evaluation of the role would need to be considered. With only minor
role changes required, the HRMP would make functional adjustments'
in its organization until it can meet its redefined role. If major role
changes are required, the nature of the HRMP concept would have to
be reviewed to determine if long-term application is still feasible.
Thus, this problem cycle would continue until the HRMP could ultimately
meet the requirements of a long-term role.
Once in Stage II, the HRMP is faced with a marketing effort.
Divided into two functions labeled concept and segmentation, the effort
must market its ability to meet client needs and to be able to respond
to a diversity of organizational needs. An operational procedure for
implementing both concepts is proposed through measurement tech-
niques which attempt to map gaps in client perceptions and preferences.
Such mappings are to be used as a diagnostic tool and the therapeutic
measure for change to be implemented by the HRMP.
At this point of interface between Stages II and III the question
arises as to whether this entire effort is acceptable to the client.
If not, and only minor changes in technique are required, various
14

measurement approaches (i.e. more direct questions aimed more
sharply at specific areas) would be tried until acceptance is reached.
If repeatedly major changes are needed, a reevaluation of the HRMP
role would be in order. Looping through Stage I and Stage II would
continue until there is a general acceptance for the work of the HRMP.
Then, and only then, would an actual long-term change environment
be created.
Considering the potentials and limitations of such change, initial
action programs would be implemented and evaluated in part by the
proposed measurement technique. If these programs are judged
successful, the HRMP will have passed its test of short-term survival
and demonstrated its relevance to real-time Navy problems. An
unsuccessful program would call for reevaluation and design of measure,
ments. Thus, the cycle would continue to loop through the respective
stages until operational satisfaction is achieved. Graphically, this
entire process is depicted in Figure 1.
At this point the critical areas of role requirements, marketing,
preference and perception mapping, and measurements are further
discussed.
A. ROLE REQUIREMENTS
In order to define the potential role requirements of the HRMP,
the potential scope of the program is first envisioned. Figure 2 is
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multidimensional functions in personal, social, organizational, and
technical development. These functions would be met through action
programs developed through existing civilian and military resources
with the HRMP as the central coordinating resource.
The main role of the HRMP is then seen as one in which it helps
to solve problems at all levels through providing a mix of capabilities
aimed at flexibly dealing with particular problems as they arise. How.
ever, it should not be looked to as a cure-all nor be judged on that
basis. Its role is best thought of as a responsive multidimensional
resource capable of enhancing the desired types of organizational
climate in which the goal of contributing to the accomplishment of the
naval mission while concurrently meeting personal needs can be met.
More specifically, several approaches are envisioned in fulfilling
the HRMP role. These, listed below, are elaborations of the items
described in the "sphere of approach" shown in Figure 2.
Modification of job designs (roles), controls and the authority
system for the greater enhancement of individual potential
Laboratory training for the development of managerial social
skills
Consulting activities as needed and requested for advising
organizational leadership




Since the HRMP would be dealing with diverse problems, its
action recommendations in each case will depend upon the particular
frame of reference from which each particular problem is diagnosed.
Each frame of reference is conceived more fully through the flow of
attention depicted in Figure 3. The components of decision flow in
this figure depict a particular course of action to be derived from an
empirical referent applied to a way of thinking backed by a body of
knowledge and filtered through a system of values. The "sphere of •
action" in Figure 2 depicts the outcomes of the various HRMP functions
as occuring in this flow. Each number by which these outcomes are
designated corresponds to the numbered components of the decision
flow in Figure 3.
Functionally, the continuous action spectrum (based on the
number 5 outcomes) that combines the various frames of reference
is shown in Figure 4. This figure displays the relationships between
the various frames of reference, the potential courses of action avail-
able to each, and the objectives towards which such action is intended.
As shown, each frame of reference has an appropriate resultant course
of action which has a continuous influence on action meaningful in the
other frames of reference. When oriented towards specific goals,
these courses of action are each directed toward particular objectives
which, in combination, are directly related to the ultimate goal of
enhanced organizational effectiveness. Capability of the HRMP to
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its proposed role. Once convinced of this capability, the HRMP must
proceed to Stage II with primary concern for marketing its capability
in order to justify its existence and gain acceptance.
B. MARKETING
The marketing function envisioned for the HRMP takes two approaches
the marketing concept and marketing segmentation. The marketing con-
cept emphasizes the HRMP's role in the satisfaction of client needs.
Under this point of view, the four major functions of personal, social,
organizational, and technical development are to be client-oriented and
related to marketing efforts. As such, the marketing concept is inte-
grative in nature; all activities of HRMP would be ultimately connected
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which would take place in a variety of organizational climates would be
intended to "create and retain clients" and would be expected to lead,
ultimately, to growth and effectiveness of the HRMP and the Navy as a
whole.
The concept of market segmentation recognizes the diversity of
client's needs and the assumption that different clients would respond
differentially to various marketing approaches. As such, the concept
is disaggregative in nature; HRMP (integrated, in the sense used above)
would attempt to shape its marketing strategy so as to appeal differen-
tially to the diversity of clients. In doing so, it is assumed that greater
acceptance for the HRMP would result. This is the critical point in
20

Stage II in figure 1 that must be met before any wide-range application
of the HRMP can be initiated. Problems will arise in the identification
of the relative segments (distinguishing one type of client from another)
and the prediction of consequences stemming from the employment of
different approaches for different segments.
C. PERCEPTIONS AND PREFERENCES
It is from the dimensions of perceptions and preferences that
attempted analysis and measurement of roles (the structure of human
organization) is proposed. Analysis along these dimensions regarding
potential HRMP services is congenial with both the marketing concept
and market segmentation. First, client perception and preference
scaling can provide operational measures of how the service is being
seen and evaluated by the HRMP clients, actual or potential. Second,
the fact that neither perceptions or preferences need be homogeneous
over clients can suggest opportunities for segmentation strategy. As
will be shown, perceptual and preference measurement can provide an
operational procedure for implementing both concepts which is, in turn,
seen to be critical to the major problems of role achievement and
acceptance. The key is in the measurement.
t
C. MEASUREMENT
The naval organization is viewed as being in a continuous state of
change. The conditions requiring these changes arise from within as
well as from without. Quality of the decision-making process is
21

critical to effective change and depends upon sound decisions based on
accurate information about the relevant dimensions of the organizational
climate as well as valid interpretation of that information.
An analogy to the potential HRMP role in measurement is seen as
one in which a doctor attempts to diagnose an illness. Two types of f-
information are required to make a diagnosis. First, the nature of
human beings must be explored through research relating symptoms to
causes and measurements of body conditions to the health state of the-
organism. This can reveal the character of the human body's normal
and abnormal functioning. Likert views this approach as one in which
the organizational doctor is provided insight into how the human organiza-
tional system ought to function, so that he needs to know what he needs to
measure and how he needs to interpret the measurements. He views the
second type of information needed at any particular time as being that
obtained by appropriate measurements and tests made on the patient at
that time ( 5 )•
Basic information provided by whatever measurement technique
employed should promote the understanding of the nature of the manage-
ment system, the way in which its component parts function, and the
I
adaptive responses (change) it makes to an altered environment. This
basic knowledge is viewed as a prerequisite to the determination of





The two kinds of information required initially regard the health
state of the human organization and its symptomatic behavior. By health
state, it is meant that data be collected in order to construct a con-
ceptual model of the human organization. The long-range implications
of the high level backing given such a program as the HRMP indicates
it is thought of as an experiment to analyze the feasibility of a gradual
intended shift to a more scientific-based management for a smaller,
more professional, Navy of the future. Thus, health state measures
could be used to evaluate various sectors of the current naval establish-
nqoTjf i ti 1-i rr]^£ r\f 3 s c ienc e - bs. s ^d or n?.n^zst^oii— 1 model with ^vali^ies
more similar to the organizational System 4 described by Likert. This
model, in turn, could suggest measurements potentially relevant for di-
agnostic purposes and how to interpret such data. Data on the symptomatic
behavior would be extracted to reveal the functioning characteristics of
the organization, such as leadership behavior, the character of motiva-
tion, communication, and decision-making. This is essentially the type
of analysis that Likert has experimented with in his work. He submits
that the various dimensions of the human organization and its operation
^For a complete description of System 4 characteristics, a thorough
reading of Likert's Human Organization ( 5 ) is required.
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can be placed into a conceptual framework which contributes to their
interpretation and helps guide decisions on what to measure. Such a
framework focuses its attention on the key places to introduce change.
These places (organizational variables) are grouped into three broad
categories - - causal, intervening and end-result.
Causal variables are defined by two essential characteristics:
(1) they can be changed by members of the organization since they are
not fixed by external circumstances; (2) they are independent variables
which, when changed, cause other variables to change. Intervening
variables are produced largely by the causal variables and in turn
have an influence upon the end- result variables. Considering the ordered
cycle of causal, intervening and end- result variables, it has been gen-
erally observed that change is most effective when the variables are
dealt with in order. In essence, this means that organization changes
should parallel individual changes in order that the organization may
accommodate to and make use of such changes in the individual.
The end- result variables reveal the final outcome and reflect the
influence of the intervening variables upon them. With the previously
mentioned objective of enhanced organizational effectiveness as an
example, Figure 5 displays a scheme of variable interaction consistent
with the problem setting described herein. A more specific attempt to
build a construct of such relationships would be the first step in obtaining
some type of profile of organizational characteristics. Analysis of such
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relationships (first two levels of information) as are initially desired
in the measurement process.
This is the Likert approach. Appendix A displays the output of
this type of approach. Respondents are asked questions regarding
various operating characteristics of the organization. One questionnaire
is answered according to how such characteristics are perceived and
another like questionnaire asks the same questions on a preferred basis.
Questions are force-answered with sub-characteristic descriptions. •
The respondent rates each characteristic on a continuum according to
the descriptions given. Appendix A displays the resulting profile of
characteristics which are a combination of causal and intervening
variables. The range over which the profile is constructed (in this case
authoritative-participative management) is an end-result variable. The
mean of the profile provides a general health state "picture" (i. e. it
might show that the organization's management is basically participative,
and this is "healthy" if that is the desired end result). Symptomatically,
each characteristic can be rated "less healthy, " "as healthy, " or "more
healthy" than the organization by the magnitude and direction of its
standard deviation from the mean health state. From this general
diagnosis can come action recommendations of a general nature such
as "decision-making should be more participative, " "lateral commu-
nication needs improving, " etc.
More information can be derived from segmenting the classes of
respondents (i.e. superiors vs. subordinates). Overlying profiles
26

from both segments can point out qualitative gaps in perception and
preferences. Such gaps could suggest that efforts are needed (i.e.
improved communication) to consider roles and needs at both levels
and that the underlying cause for these gaps should be explored.
It is at this point that the current literature in social research has
halted. While such information about symptoms is useful and an improve-
ment over previous analysis practices, there is a distinct call for more
specific information regarding the etiology (or causality) of symptomatic
behavior. The Ldkert approach is deemed here to be the most useful
tool available in providing health state and symptomatic information.
As such it is suggested that his questionnaire ( 5 ) be administered as a
"rough - cut" analysis and as a control technique.
Likert, himself, states that measurements and diagnoses of organiza-
tional ills are more complex than this. He is currently working on this
problem. It is premised that the treatment of symptoms (intervening
variables only) rather than causes (causal variables) can be costly to
an organization in terms of physical and human assets. In asking why
this etiological approach is not in use, it is pointed out that certain
"truths" of medical diagnosis and treatment can apply equally to the
diagnosis and treatment of organizational ills. It is easier to describe
symptoms than to describe causal agents. It is easier to prescribe
broad-spectrum treatments than to specify the exact therapeutic effects
of any one. And, cures often occur without any clear indication of which
therapeutic agent may have been most effective.
27

Behavioral prescriptions need to be known based upon knowledge of
the causal agents underlying the symptoms of organizational ill health
described previously. All this should be studied using more sophisticated
measures of interpersonal perceptions and preferences. The quantitative
approach to this end proposed in the next chapter is embryonic. It is
envisioned that perhaps in 15 to 20 years from now techniques with
similar objectives as the one proposed will be in active application.
Such applications would outline specific behavioral outcomes to be
expected in different organizational climates after exposure to particular
behavioral prescriptions (i. e. specific personal, social, organizational,
and technical development programs) carried out in response to care-
fully diagnosed organizational needs. The approach proposed is an





Multidimensional scaling, an emerging tool in psychometrics and
marketing strategy, is the proposed technique through which attempts
will be made initially to study causality. This scaling method and
related techniques are concerned primarily with the spatial representa-
tion of relationships among behavioral data --in this case, respondent
perceptions and preferences about organizational characteristics in a
client organization. While a more technical description of multi-
dimensional scaling is presented in Appendix B, the basic concepts are
presented here at an intuitive and content-oriented level.
B. ATTRIBUTE SPACE
First, an organization is visualized as composed of both objective
and perceived attributes or "dimensions. " An organization may have
an extensive audit by a consulting firm leading to an objective descrip-
tion of it in terms of its characteristics. Such objective attribute
"spaces, " in which various characteristics are viewed as points posi-
tioned somewhere in the space, will usually not agree with an organiza-
tional member's perceived space. The perceived space, in contrast,
consists of characteristics which reflect the member's perception of
the organization - those attributes (values) which he uses in making
discrimination judgments among characteristics. Thus, a set of
29

organizational characteristics can be assumed to occupy positions in
both objective and perceived space. The perceptual "maps" of charac-
teristics may, of course, vary over individual perceivers and vary
over time and context within the same individual. Moreover, the
dimensionality of this space -- the "richness" of the typical perceptual
map -- may vary over the classes of characteristics (types of organiza,
tional variables considered). From the viewpoint of etiology, the per-
ceived dimensions are the relevant ones.
C. IDEAL POINTS
Individuals are also characterized as having an ideal stimulus in a
subjective (perceived) attribute space. If so, what is the implication?
One rather compelling implication is that individuals prefer some
particular combination of values within the organization to all other
existing values regarding mission and satisfaction of personal needs.
In one formulation of this concept, characteristics "closer" to an
individual's ideal point will tend to be preferred to those farther away
( \q ). Moreover, the individual respondent may differentially weigh
the values in terms of their relative importance to him. If such is the
case, the distance between his perceived and preferred (ideal Point)
responses to organizational characteristics is assumed to reflect the
differential "stretching" which he applies to the values of interest.
As hopefully the reader might gather, the concept of attribute
space is central to the proposed quantitative technique about to be
30

explained. Under some circumstances (specific organizational climates)
the "nearness" of any two characteristics can be formulated as an
operational measure of "healthful" functioning. Finally, respondents
can be positioned in an evaluative attribute space as well (i. e. compar-
ison made between responses from superiors and subordinates).
What is ultimately desired from this conceptualization, then, is a
transformation which links selected distances in evaluative attribute
space to the criticality of the characteristics (strategic organizational
variables) deemed to cause the symptoms previously measured by
Likert's approach. It is proposed that multidimensional scaling will
provide such a transformation.
r> r* rMVT/'-" IT TD TIT A T 4DDBnAfW
An attempt is proposed here to map client perceptions and pref-
erences of organizational characteristics (behavioral data). The major
categories of characteristics are taken from Likert which are expressed








Performance goals and training
These behavioral components are subjected to client responses in
the form of individual questionnaires. Perception and preference
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responses are elicited in each of the below evaluative frames of
reference:
Personal Space, i. e.
,
the frame of reference in which the
individual thinks about himself.
Social Space, i. e.
,
the frame of reference in which the
individual thinks about the groups of which he is a part.
Organizational Space, i. e. , the frame of reference in which
the individual thinks about the organizational unit whose pur-
poses he is serving.
Technical Space, i. e.
,
the frame of reference in which the
individual thinks about the systematic knowledge and tech-
niques appropriate to his work.
For example, over the range of the end- result variable of authorita.
tive-participative management, the following questions might be asked
in each frame of reference, or mental space, about the character of the
decision-making process:
Personal: To what extent are you involved in decisions
relating to your work?
Social: To what extent do you consult with other individuals
and groups in making decisions affecting your group?
Organizational: To what level in the organization do you
look for formal approval of decisions made?
Technical: What kind of information and analysis is
required for the decision-making in which you are involved?
The purpose of eliciting responses in each of these four subjective
spaces, or frames of reference, on each organizational variable is to
determine whether the organizational variable in question is being
handled in an "imbalanced" or "balanced" manner. This approach is
based on two hypotheses:
32

1. Organizational variables can be dealt with in an imbalanced
manner: (e. g. communications are dealt with technically
with little concern for personal or social aspects of com-
munication). This implies that giving attention to each
evaluative space is important in the organization process.
2. Such imbalances are the most basic causes behind symp-
tomatic behavior, (e. g. a technically "correct" com-
munication may be personally unacceptable or in violation
of social norms. )
The basic analysis proposed poses several questions:
With regard to each variable, is there a particular
disregard for any particular frame of reference?
To what extent is one or more frames of reference being
addressed or disregarded extensively through the organiza-
tion as a whole?
Are there patterned imbalances in certain variables and
balanced attention in others? (i. e. is there an internal
consistency from which characteristics are being viewed? )
The object is to look for a pattern of denial or emphasis in any
evaluative space for any organizational variable. Such patterns are
premised to be directly related to problems as retention and to be
those which have the potential of an in-house "remedy". Surely,
reducing these patterns of imbalance through the approach diagramed
in Figure 2 is a more controllable and predictable therapeutic "remedy"
than an attempt to change the external environment (social attitudes
towards the military and pay limitations imposed by government).
Thus, initially, disorders should first be addressed along these
in-house patterns of denial. Variables would be strategically ranked
as to criticality according to the divergence patterns (imbalances) found.
The mix of personal, social, organizational, and technical development
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programs used would be such as to sueeessively
filter out the major
problems in these areas until operational satisfaction
is obtained.
E. APPLICATION ^
C- The first task is to seleet an end-result
variable range over whieh









The choice of the range would depend upon
the particular organiza-
Uonal climate desired. As mentioned
previously, different naval
organizations each have a particular climate
most conducive to their
goals. For example, an operational
destroyer division would be
evaluated "better" in a climate in the
authoritative-participative range,
and a research and development facility
would be better reviewed in an
innovative climate.
The next task is to write questions in
each evaluative space about
each of the eight organizational
variables listed. Thus, question
category 1 would concern the leadership
process. Questions la, lb,
1c, and Id would be from personal
social, organizational, and tech-
nical perspectives respectively. For
consistency, all "a" questions




be given for each to force answers in a general category along the
continuum of the range. An example of such a questionnaire is given
in Appendix C based on the authoritative-participative range. The
respondent would mark his judgment for each variable somewhere on
a continuum of 20 spaces. Approximately half of the question's scales
would be reversed to eliminate bias toward any particular end of the
range. It should be noted which scales are reversed so to line them
up properly (all "l's" on the left side and all "20's" on the right) before
analysis. It is noted that no numbers for these scales appear on the
actual questionnaire. They are placed after the respondent has replied.
The "l's" would imply very authoritative and the "20's" very participative,
When questionnaires are completed, these numbers (psychological
distances) are tabulated and the mean for each question computed.
From this data, a Likert-type sociogram as shown in Appendix A
can be constructed. These can be done both for the "perception" or
"preference" type questionnaires and additionally segmented into
respondent classes (i.e. top officers, junior officers, petty officers,
enlisted). Interpretations such as explained for the Likert model
earlier can be made and compared to those from the Likert questionnaire.
More importantly, however, "third level" or etiological analyses
can at this point take place with the data obtained. The object will be
to get "maps" of similarities in perceptions and preferences from the
data. Taking two spaces at a time (i. e. all the "a" questions and "b"
questions), mappings are constructed using the multidimensional
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scaling program provided in Appendix D along with a "cookbook"
explanation of how to use it. Looking at all possible combinations of
four spaces taken two at a time provides six distinct two-dimensional
mappings o Points plotted on these mappings are labeled according to
the question number they represent.
From these mappings the answers to the questions posed in the
conceptual approach are sought. Point groupings indicate similarity
in perspective, thus, if the "a" questions were consistently plotted oh
the extremities, an initial conclusion could be drawn that there is a
general disregard for the personal dimension when considering the
organization as a whole. Similarly, if the "b" questions were not
grouped with the other three in any particular variable, one could
conclude that there is a general disregard for the social perspective
in that particular variable. Next, one would look at the larger question
as to whether or not there was an internal consistency from which the
characteristics were being reviewed.
Since the spaces between the points plotted are Euclidean distances,
an ordering can be made of all variables in each space in descending
order of imbalance as determined by the "distances of disregard. "
This then, is the strategic variable list previously mentioned. For
example, the variable order in which therapeutic effort might be pre-
scribed could be the following:
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technical aspects of communication
organizational aspects of control
social aspects of decision-making
personal aspects of motivation
From such a ranking of strategic variables (which zero in on the
dimension of each variable in most imbalance), action programs could
be designed specifically to filter problems in these areas successively
until operational satisfaction is achieved. A general program for the
above might include a consultive technical audit of communications
from a civilian communications corporation, a structural organization
study to analyze and make recommendations on control methods, lab-
oratory training to explore the social aspects of decision-making, and
reevaluation of job design to improve personal motivation. Thus, the
multidimensional technique gets right to the initial phases of developing
and initiating the desired action programs designed ultimately to im-
prove the overall effectiveness of the Navy. An evaluative effort would
be the last function to be performed in meeting the overall objective of
the HRMP.
F. EVALUATION *
At this point the proposed technique has been described as poten-
tially providing information (including "third level" causality) to
promote the understanding of the nature of a management system and
the way in which its component parts function (i. e. in an imbalanced
manner). Such information is to be thus applied in creating specific
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organizational climates (altered environments) for specific segments
of the Navy in which the accomplishment of the naval mission and the
concurrent satisfaction of personal needs can be met.
This same technique is also designed to provide measures of the
adaptive responses (change) it makes in these altered environments.
Such an evaluative process takes place merely by administering the
same questionnaires and performing the same mapping techniques at
some point in time after therapeutic change has been induced. The •
degree to which a particular organization was in a state of balance or
imbalance prior to any change action is deemed proportional to the
elapsed time after which change measures would begin to appear.
Such measures on the first two levels would be the qualitative shifts
of the health state or particular symptoms over the end -result range
profile. Narrowed gaps in perceptions and preferences at each level
and among levels would also be another qualitative measure.
On the third level of causality, the "distances" by which perceptions
and preference change can be measured in Euclidean space. Such
numbers are still deemed to be subjective shifts in values. But these
values, when referred to the particular situations to which they were
addressed, are deemed to be a specific change measure in relation to
the extent to which an organizational climate has improved in regard




It is suggested that this "measurement" technique approaches the
limits to which subjective information can be structured. The resultant
information, if specific enough for cursory interpretations and conclu-
sions, can be used both for meeting the envisioned objective functions
of the HRMP and in marketing its capabilities for survival. It is deemed
that the conceptual approach taken here is consistent with the goal for
which the HRMP was designed. If the information provided is not
specific enough on the "first cut, " the approach is structured so that
with slight modifications in technique (i. e. asking more specific ques-
tions in the questionnaire, using the Likert form "before and after" as
a control technique, experimenting over more specific or more general
end-result ranges, etc. ) determination of more specific measurements
can be made to meet the objective.
This is not to say that such techniques as the one proposed hold all
the answers. As an end state, the perfectibility of the human organiza-
tion must perhaps remain an article of faith; nonetheless, some of the
elements necessary to give the perfectibility idea some credence have
been found in research to date. These elements include an increased
understanding of the human organization in systematic terms and a
concurrent willingness to test that understanding by trial, experiment,
and the scrutiny of research. It is in that spirit and in the hope of
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contributing to that end that this thesis, with its proposed measurement

































































Like all statistical techniques, multidimensional scaling is a
method of summarizing and drawing inferences from a large body of
data. In this case, the data are the judgments made by a respondent
about the similarities or differences between stimuli presented in pairs,
For N stimuli, multidimensional scaling attempts to find N points in a
t dimensional mapping whose interpoint distances (N(N_l)/2 of them
in all) somehow resemble or match the corresponding N(N-l)/2
similarity-dissimilarity judgments made by the respondent.
The importance of the number t stems from its interpretation as
the number of dimensions on which the respondent based his judgments.
The best method for determining this number when the investigator is
using the multidimensional scaling techniques to be discussed in this
paper has been given by Joseph B. Kruskal. (Kruskal, 1964a) His
method assumes the capability to derive a mapping for any number of
dimensions (one, two, three or more) and then involves a comparison
of these mappings of different dimensionality. Since the question of
how to derive a mapping for an arbitrary number of dimensions is
the main topic of this paper, the dimensionality of the mapping which
''"From special abstract on this subject by James Capra, student,
Naval Postgraduate School, 1970.
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multidimensional scaling seeks to derive will be two throughout this
paper. The techniques for deriving a mapping are the same whether
the dimensionality is one, two, three or more. Also, the mapping will
always be in Euclidean space. The contents of this paper can be adapted
with very little trouble, however, to non-Euclidean spaces based on a
city-block metric or a Minkowski r metric. (Kruskal, 1964a)
The discussion can be simplified by the use of an example. Suppose
one is interested in identifying the dimensions of appeal of political
candidates. What factors make some candidates attractive to a respond-
ent and other candidates unattractive? For simplicity, suppose the in-
vestigator examines the feelings of one respondent with respect to four
political candidates. Multidimensional scaling would help the investigator
determine these factors or dimensions of appeal by providing him with
a t (two in this case) dimensional mapping of the candidates. The mapping
would be based on judgments made by the respondent about the similar-
ities or differences between the candidates presented in pairs.
One method of eliciting the judgments of a respondent concerning
the similarities or differences between candidates presented in pairs is
to administer a simple questionnaire to him. A typical item in such a
questionnaire might resemble the following:
Please specify how similar or how different these two
individuals are in their general appeal to you by circling
one of the numbers, 1 through 9. If you circle number 1,
it implies that they are exactly equal in their general appeal
to you, while if you circle number 9, it implies that they





1. Lyndon B. Johnson 123456789
Hubert H. Humphrey """"
If the respondent's feelings toward four candidates were to be examined,
he would be asked the same question about 5 other pairs of candidates,
making a total of 6 questions in all.
The basic premise underlying the analysis of data from a question-
naire of this kind is that the numbers circled are measures of psy-
chological distance, closeness or proximity between stimuli for the
respondent. Shepard calls them proximity measures. (Shepard, 1962a)
Here, however, they will be called psychological distances. These
psychological distances will be labeled $ -'s, with the i referring to
one stimulus and the j referring to the oth^r. The investigator only
obtains N(N-l)/2 judgments from the respondent since^ •• equals £ ..
J J
by assumption, and a special experimental design is required if £ ••
is to have any meaning. (If the assumption were dropped and the
special design employed, the method of analysis would not change. )
The formula N(N-l)/2 can be obtained by counting the elements in the
lower triangular portion of an N by N matrix or by using the formula
for the number of combinations of N objects taken two at a time, which
is (N) or N(N-l)/2.
A number of computer-based procedures for doing multidimensional
scaling are currently available. (Shepard 1962, Kruskal 1964, Lingoes
1965) However, the discussion in this paper will be limited to the most
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popular of these, the procedure proposed by Joseph B. Kruskal in
1964. In addition to being the most widely used, Kruskal's technique
is the best vehicle for the introduction of a slightly different technique
in this paper. For the most part, Kruskal's notation will be used in
the analysis to follow.
To obtain interval proximity measures or psychological distances
(^ . .'s), one would need an experimental model somewhat different
from the one outlined by Kruskal and used in this paper. For example,
interval measures can be obtained by the "method of multidimensional
rank order, " the "method of complete triads, " or a number of other
methods. (Torgerson 1958) All of these methods are based on the law
of comparative judgment. It should be noted, however, that even the
law of comparative judgment does not yield 6 ^; ! s that are measurements
on a ratio scale, a point that will become important later. (Thurstone
1920)
As mentioned earlier, the investigator has obtained N(N-l)/2
distance judgments from the respondent. Let M equal N(N_l)/2. These
psychological distances, £;;' s > have a certain rank order:
pvi < 6 y^ < < * Wm < • • ^S^M •






S 13 = 8 £ 24= 7 <S 23 =2
This would mean that
J 34< $23 < Sl2 < £24 < Sl3 < £l4
Multidimensional scaling seeks to obtain a two (or t) dimensional
mapping, called a configuration, of the stimuli for which the Euclidea.n
(or non-Euclidean if they are desired) distances between the stimuli .
have the same rank order as the psychological distances, or £ \\ ,s '
This is the isomorphism which multidimensional scaling seeks to create
between the psychological distances or proximity measures and the
interpoint distances in a Euclidean mapping. Let X. be a two dimen-
sional vector, x.-i and x-?, referring to the ith political candidate's
position in the two dimensional mapping in Euclidean space. The
Euclidean distance between the two candidates, i and j, is the square








In the four candidate example, the investigator would want to find
a two dimensional mapping of the candidates for which
^•^4<^2^<^1 ?^ <^?4-< <^13<^14* The only fixed characteristics of the mapping
are the relationships between the d..'s. The axes can be rotated in any
direction and the origin placed anywhere. Kruskal places the origin at
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the centroid of the configuration and normalizes the configuration by
making the sum of the squared distances of the points from the origin
equal one. Finally, he "normalizes the angular attitude of the con-
figuration by rotating it so that its so-called principal axes coincide
with the coordinate axes (in the natural order). " The principal axes
rotation is very important in the achievement of a solution for a dif-
ferent multidimensional scaling technique, that of Roger N. Shepard.
However, it is not important for solution purposes in the Kruskal tech-
nique, although it might help the investigator in the interpretation of
his results.
Of course not all configurations of the points (particular mappings
of the candidates) will yield d--'s that have the same rank order as the
C..'s. Consequently, what the investigator needs and what Kruskal
provides is an index to determine how close a given configuration comes
to satisfying the rank order requirements which the<£ --'s place on the
d--'s. This index is called stress.
Prior to defining stress, Kruskal introduces a new set of symbols,
A A
called djj's. The d--'s are numbers which completely satisfy the rank
order requirements given by the
<$ ij' s - If the d^'s themselves satisfy
^Kruskal, Joseph B. , "Nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling:
A Numerical Method, " Psychometrika , v. 29, p. 120, June 1964.
Shepard, Roger N. , "The Analysis of Proximities: Multi-
dimensional Scaling With an Unknown Distance Function, "
Psychometrika, v. 27, p. 132, June 1962.
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these requirements, then the set of d-'s could be, and in fact will be,
identical to the set of djj's. However, consider the following situation.
The £ij's are in the order specified in the example used earlier,
5<34<§23< £l2< &24< £l3<£l4
and the mapping that has been obtained has the following d^'s:
d 34 = 2 d 12 = 3 d 13 = 7
d
23
^l d 24 =4 du = 6
The rank order of the d..'s is the following:
d23*d34id 12*d24£d14£d 13
Si
A set of numbers, d 's, that satisfy the rank order constraints
set by the £. .'s can be obtained in the following way:
34" 23"W 34'"23 / '""^ " C 24" d24
d
12
=d 12 d 13 =d 14 =(d 13 +d 14 )/2=6.5 ,
so that d34ld23£d 12^d24zLd 13/_d 14 .
This example demonstrates that the d..'s are based on averages
of certain djj 's. In the example, so-called "equality blocks" (for lack
of a better name) were created for d„, and d~ and for d. and d,. by
A A.
averaging d.,. and d to find d34 (=d_ ) and averaging d. and d, . to
find do(=d, ,). The method of calculation of d.-'s for every situation
is part of a technique called "monotone regression. " (Miles 1959)
Monotone regression is not discussed in any detail in this paper.
However, one of its properties is that the differences between the
A




differences between the distances, the d..'s, and any set of numbers
satisfying the rank ordering specified by the<^..'s.
In the above paragraph the point was made that if the d..'s do not
A
satisfy the rank order constraints, the d. -'s will be averages of certain
d..'s, as seen in the example. If the problem has M distances, then
it can be shown that there are 2 _1 possible ways to average the
d. .'s to obtain d..'s; or, if the case under which each d. . equals its
respective d is considered to be a degenerate type of averaging, then
ij
,M-1 ... .3
c possible ways exist.
Another example may help. Suppose the investigator is dealing
with three stimuli and consequently with three distances: d-^, d,_, d^-,
The psychological distances are in the following order: ^ 12^Sl34^23"
3 1 ? ,There are 2 or 4 different ways to average d. .' s to obtain d. .'s.y ij ij





(1) d 13 =d 13




^2=d 13 = (d 12 +d 13 )/2
d^23 =d23
The proof of this statement is a lengthy one that must be
performed inductively. Since the number 2M-! is not crucial
to this analysis, the proof will not be given here.
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A third is that
(3)
dl2=dl2
The final possibility is that
d =d^ =(d +d„ )/2






Monotone regression would lead to one of the four specifications,
depending on the order of the d..'s obtained from a particular mapping.
For example, given that £ \2L $ \3<Sz3 t^le second specification would
be appropriate if
d 12> d 13
d 12Z d23
d 13^- d23
Each of the four specifications will be called a block equality
system. In the fourth specification, the block equality is d , 7 =d =d , ,^ 13 *-3
S\ A
by definition. In the third, d , ~ equals d23 by definition, while in the
second specification, d,-, equals d_ by definition. There are no
defined equalities in the first specification.
Now that the method of obtaining the d.-'s from the d.-'s has been
outlined and the concept of a block equality system as a defined equality
between d..'s has been introduced, stress can be defined:
-d.V (d. .
*~ i 1 Jm=l m jStress = / m m m
M




Nonlinear programming becomes relevant at this point since the
problem is to find the points and their distances that do the following:
Minimize Stress
Subject to:
y^ ** ^ **
d- • * d. . £.
. . .
£. d. c . . . c d- •
il Jl
_
12J2 - - imJm ~ ^MJM
Kruskal employs the "method of steepest descent" to solve this
problem. (Kruskal 1964b) The heart of Kruskal's technique is the
derivation of the points (the X's) in the mapping, and subsequently




A Euclidean Mapping of 14 Political Personalities
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The procedure for analyzing data from a questionnaire such as in
Appendix C is as follows:
1. Record the numbers of questions whose scales were
reversed. Write in numbers from 1 to 20 under the
blank scales on which responses were recorded.
2. Calculate the mean of each question collectively and
also for segmented groups (e. g. top managers,
supervisors, etc. ). Round off to nearest whole
numb e r
.
Once this is completed, it is desired to compare the similarity/
dissimilarity responses of each qtiestion fo all others.
This is done by taking each possible pair of questions (496 in all)
and asking the hypothetical question, for example
In regard to Exactly Total
questions la








i t > 4 i k 1 M ii n |i u « lb n it n u
to them?
For example, if la were marked with a "1" and 3c with a "20"
they were totally dissimilarly viewed. Thus box "20" would theoretically
be marked . In general, the below matrix is given to arrive at this
similarity/dissimilarity number. This is not normally considered
proper when working with ordinal scales, but forcing responses along
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the continuum with objective sub-descriptions helps to justify this
simplification.
In other words, this matrix is consulted for each combination of
two questions with a similarity/dissimilarity number resulting for each.
These numbers are entered into a half matrix for tabulation. This
matrix plus the dimensionality (in this case 4) are the inputs into the
multidimensional scaling program. The same procedure is done for
each group of type questions (i. e. for all the "a" and "b" questions
only) of which there are six such combinations ("a's" with "b's", "a's"
with "c : s", "a's" with "d's", "b's " with "c's ", "b's " with "d's ", and
"c's" with "d's"). Similar matrices are constructed and six two
dimensional mappings (instead of one with four dimensions) are con-
structed from the scaling program.
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1. Notes on interpretation:
a. Output 1 : A sample is shown for 14 questions in 3
dimensions. The coordinates of the mappings are
labeled FINAL CONFIGURATION
b. Output 2: A sample (with demographic question) is given
where question numbers are tabulated according to demo-
graphic range, number responding, and number of responses
to each of the spaces (8 as shown, 20 for this paper).
c. Output 3: The sample provided shows the percentage
vn sT)orsc **o Qa c"^ ^^ ^ o iKi q o-r\^r>^ cfnd *~he ^esult?.*^^ rY^^di3.n




Three programs are presented for possible use in performing the
calculations mentioned. Program 1 is the main program (Kruskal's
MDSCAL) through which the coordinates for the mappings result as
output. Program 2 provides for tabulation of a questionnaire and
Program 3 calculates the mean for each question.
1. Notes on Usage
a. Program 1 : Behind the source program place the following
data cards as called for by the program.
1 DIMX = 4




FORMAT CARD (in regards to final half matrix)
DATA (in form of final half matrix)
1 COMPUTE
b. Program 2: Question 38 in the sample is for demographic
data (i. e. level in organization, years in organization, etc. ).
Such data would be obtained along with the questionnaire
presented herein. The range of numbers 1 through 8 is the
end-result range (in this case 20). In the program given,
the numbers 15 and 80 would be changed to 32 as this is a
program for general use.
c. Program 3: Change 10 to 20 (range number) and 80 to 32 for
use in this application
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nII MUM WAS ACHIEVED
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ThE MEDIAN RESPONSE IS 7
11.12
































FJM : . Mn $ FORTRAN PI pRObRfi^ J. CAMBRIDGE^ MONITOR
• C FORTRAN STAB f LSTOU VO^CAi mm N PPOGRAMp.XMDSCAL MDSCAL, MAIN FRCGRAM
.
. ...
C MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING PPPGP/v. KRUSKAL-LING, THIS VFPSTON MAY 19/
• C GENERAL REMARKS'.
•" C "THIS PROGRAM CONSIST? nc TH c: FOLLOWING RCiri\ r S. - -
C MOSCAL mmn ROt! T IMF
^..C — ..-FIT . PERFORMS WF TGHTFD-L^A c T _c qij^ ^c DEGRESSION".
C- MFWSTP FINOS NFW S r F D ST7p cqp T~FPA T fv c *q NI M I 7 ^t I ON.
C ' 0CAC T pr £DS 4 NO TNTPDrpF-rc cr.N TC r<L f^Rn^,
:
„C _.. ...... SORT SORTS APR AYS.
_S I_*> D LF. "NO INEFFICIENT. •
C ALL ARF WRITTEN IN FO&^PAN TV.
C NO 1IS C IS MADE OF S°ECTAL OR NCN-STANOARD SOFTWARE.
rTc'ALL NORMAL IN>fjT-OUTPljT HANDLED RV MnSCAL AND CC4CT.
C FIT H^S EMERGENCY DIAGNOSTIC rt T ot)T.
C ALL TN=>UT AND OU TPUT IS ONTO T^F T t rpc WITH T/pg N'JMprps CONTROLLFO
C THESE ViPI4RI.ES. L D FAD T L P0 IN T » L P,JNCH , t c rp*T,fTC'TAOE NIJMR = RS ^t 6i 7 , % HAVE RFF^ N^F-P RE * p rrT T VP LY. ~
C TO CH*NG C T HFSE ASS IGNM=N T *, H ^'FFIfFS TP CHANGF THP VALUES
.;.. C FOR THE cOUR VARIABLES S C T A T THE BEGINNING OF TH r TH&FE POUT I NTS.
C V'iLtlE^ nc LR^AO, l D PH!T, loijNr", L^r/t A D F RATA SE T PFF£P«NCF
'•- C N'JNPPPS. 5,^»7,o NAVE BFEM USFD WHEN II^ING n^/36 r MVT WITH CATALOG
C PROC^OI! 3 F cnpTfLGo. - k, x. f /Mp 7 /\pc cy^iQ i5 n 0£T£ SFT PF C ERE^CF
C NUMBERS FOR SYSTN, SYSOIJT, / \o SYS p UNCH. JFL HAS REFN AQOED TQ
. c provide sr.R atch space on t hf oippct Arr. c ^s dfvipc sysoa. th c or
f" C Ni'-'E OF THIS DATA SET IS FTD3FCC1 AND r ^"2 DATA SET REFERENCE NU'-'BEP
C IS p .
[•'"C^IOTF T Hf T T'we" SCRATCH S p AC p I* USED IN l VF^Y MINOR WAV.'
C IT IS HSEO ONLY RY CCACT
•-
-C MANY INSTALLATION? WILL UAVE ALTERNATE METHODS p F DOING THE SAME T HI
C MDSCAl TH T S "S ~H C **& I N P r L T I NE.
C "IT DIRECTLY USES FI T , NEfcSTP, CC'CT, *ORT.
_...•—_'.... HIM ENS ION DATAI5C3C), LKSjOfJ, DI ST (5000) i 0HAT15D00)
DIMFMSIPN LRLO^Kf 500 Z ) , Mn( ^ ViC)
SPONSION X(fC,10) f GP(60tlO)t GL(^Ctlv)
----- DIMENSION CTITLcfl«) f OTITLFd^J, FMATU?)
1 COMMON LHTMX, LPI M N, LOT^O, CUTOFF, S rP^IN
-•
"COMMON SFGRMN, CDSAVW, «C cAVW f I^PnT, "ATSW
-.COMMON SD^WTT, LC^WIT, t c I TC U , p, NOIT
^.i_ ;.COMMON S^ATST, LSCH, LPUNSW ._..-......
EXTERNAL WTRAN




FILE: MDS_ FORTRAN PI
DATA
CA T A
TWO 9, TWD1S /M? , AVi// /
























LSCH=i . - •


















































(LPRINT, 14, (OTITLF(KtLPFtO, 12) N,NREPL2
"-'mni,i;| N . N R r- - I ?1104,1104,1103
L2
fLPRINT, 1M






1160 1=1 FIR ST ,N





(LP FAD, FMAT M RAT* f vp






GO TO 1135 -'>'
113 A R C AH '
^
1 13? DO 1150 "mP=MA'"mr
LP&fl °» FMAT1 tDATA<MP),.MP*MA
--1140- KTA?Mli&ATi7^I0FF > '"SO. 1150, ll<o






„..-.1160 . MA = M
VM='^- 1 " "" ••--••- - - • . . . ... ..
* no ii6i i=i, mm
— 1161 WW( i )=i.r,











no ii8o i=iciqct m : ---
,,,-,
G0 T° ni67 t llT.J,M^T? W
:- I167"~"MR=Mi+CN*NRFPLl J-l
,,,
GO Tf) H72 "~ :
...: LI 70 MAA=MA





"U7r RKAAiMHll DfFM&TMWW, '<P|fMP -''AA>B >
GP TO U74
1174 0^1177 MbUA7Mj LREAn ' FMAT »"'Ww ^P»»M p *MA"f MB|
^175 Kcf S?185/ipr 77 '» 7vii75 ..,.......:....
SUMW = SU'-'W + 'WW(M)
— M=M + 1 ._
1 177 CnNlTUJLF ........ _.
1180 w i = v
"GO to 10C0 - • -;-;..'/.:
C ..»-.-- WEIGHT FORMATION BY WFUNC7ICN
1182 SUMW = 0.">
"- DO 118 5 M=l t MM • .. ...,.
T«=M?1 = DATA f m ) -
"
W'/M M ) = WTR^Mf -fr.MOl l
i,«/ " ?,,MW = SUMW + WW(M) - --
1 1Q5 CONTINU-
-— GO TO 1000
C CONFIGURATION QEAO
1200 CONSW^l.O ""' "




t — _, - . . », ,
73

FILE: MOS FORTRAN °l CAMBRIDGE*. MONITOR
1210
WRITE IL D P!HT, 1/,) (C^I Tir(K) ,k=1 ,n)
R.-zAO (LPEAD, 12) NC'ON, LPIMfO
WRITE (LPRINT. 13) NCON, in INCH
RFAO ItRPiO, ll!) (FMAT(K) ,*=! ,13)
no 1210 i=i,ncom ..
fO^TO 10~0








FfJRMAK 1»44) '"-"" -" —------..-....
FOPMA T ( 1H0, 1PAA )
FORMAT *2'I3) - -- - . ..: .....
FQPM&T* IX, 2413)
FORMAT* IX, 1PA* )




FORMAT* B6H HECAU^E ^HF NI'WRFR OF PE D LTCiTES HAS N0T BEEN ^rri
lien,.. IT. IS ASSUMED TO BE 1 . )
2000
COMPUTATION
FN= c LOAT (M)















c NO COMFIGUPATION HAS PFFM REAO IN, CRFATE AN ARBITRARY
STARTING COMFIGUR^TTn.N.
IF*CONSW) 999c;, 2110, 22CC. "./''" "_" "T
TEMP 1=1.0 • "
DO 2130 1=1, N - -~ -—-;--.. ----; --•-- --




::.. ., ... _.-._._„
K= MOO ( I- 1,10 IV) +1
X(IfK)=TFMPl
TEM?1=TFM^1 + 1.0 - •'- -- -
SORT DATA ANO IJ AND WW.
ALSO RECORD BLOCKS OF FOCAL DATA VALUE*". - :-
_2200 ...CALL SQRT*DATA* 1) ,MM f IJ* 1),WW*1) ,0UMMY,2 fSDSWITJ ., _...__
C -$PPT- WILL- SOP T THE ww ELEMNTS p F -DATA- IN &LGEBPAIC
-C-._i ,„:._...-;„.. ORDER, ASCENDING C° DESCENDING ACCORDING TO WHFTHER
c soswit is « n p -.
C AT th c SAME T I W F, th^ FL r MFNTC in -IJ- AND IN -WW- WILL
c r-RFAPRANGFD T N FXAfTLY THF c Avp Crdfr. thus THE
C CORRES°ONDFMCF RETttFPN TMP FL rM ENTS OF -D*TA- AND -I.J-
C ^ ... . AND -WW- IS opesEPVEO. . ...... .
.-
r














00 2240 "R=l t MM
Is IF ( CATA(VR + 1 1 -DATA (MB J ) 2220, -2210, 2220
GO to 2240
OH 2 2 30 M=MA ,w=*











START COMPUTATION IN CURRENT DIMENSION








00 24 10 1=1 f N
00 2410 L=l,L^Iv
0? ( I,L ) = TFMP1 -----
SFGR=SORTN
"PRINT HEADING FOR H! c TOPY DF COMPUTATION,
WR ITE f LPPINT, 20) N, LOIM
WP ITS ( L^P IMT, ?1 )
WRItp (L DD TMT t 2?)
'FORMAT (2SH0HI^TOR Y OF COMPUTATION. M= , 14 12H, DTMFN$ICN=, 13;




FORMAT { S2H0I TF°A t [PM q"p<;c
16H S C GP C TFP )
FHRMAT( ix)
-$T4R T CURREN T ITERATION ***#jft**#********#*#**4*#*#********:





T c MP 1=0.0




TFMP2=TE MC 2+X( I t L)
T'=MP2=TFMP2/FN
CO 30 2 I=1,M
Xf T,L ) = X(T ,L I-TEMD2
T E M P 1 = T F m P l + x f T 1 1 1*^2
CONTINUE
TFMP1=S0PT (FN/ T FM?1)
00 3040 L=1,LPI W
-00 304n 1=1,
N
X( I,L J=TFMDi*x{ I ,L)
GL( I,L |«TEMPl*GPI I ,L)
75

FILE7 : MDS FORTRAN Pi




COMPUTE DISTANCES AN FIND Rcanm^'
FRAP s 0.0 '
HO 31 ?r M—] t MM












^r?!?|5 o !? , i''-.-x (Jll., 1
oeaR=D34P/s«j!Mw • --'




3130 CALL F IT(0^TA,T, tri , T|0HATtLBL .XKfWWt
C-;
-CALCULATE U, T, AMP STFES5
.3200 11=0,0






D I ST ( M )-HHi T ( M ) J **2* WUf m »
III?
TnI^?^^ ,-°^ C) -^w^^ fM
""•"."" tfmd{= J .
T=?ORT ( T) "'"'" ' ""*
— STPLST = ^Tpncc
$TRESS=U/T~~ •• ~
R»IT=1.0/fU*T) ' 322 '




CALCULATE TMF (NEGATIVE) GPADiVnt
FO 3 3 3C M= 1 , mm • „




MO0UTFMPi/T Wn c, ;
/Pi:f|p«fl!7^I*'^--'-^<"..













FORTRAN Pi CAMBRIDGE: MONHQ:
^II^IaNO^ * ND ' NGI - F " Cn5; * ^ BETWEEN GRADl.
3400 SFGR=G.O
---.• C A G°GL«O«0 • -- - -- -: ~.
.no 34 lc i = i, n
CO 3410 L=l,LO!M
SFGP = SPGR+GQ ( I ,1 )**2 """ - ---3M0 CAGRGL = CAGcr,L+GP( !,L)*GL( T ,LJ
*_,.,.- ...$ c GR=SORT (SFGQ/FM) -..'_'•
C' IF GP^OTPNT = o.O, SKIP /fHEAO.
IF(SFGP) 3^20, 3700, 3^20
--3420 TEMoi=cfgr*SfgL*fn ... ..-....-.•..__ - :;.
CAGRGL=CAGRGL/ TFMP1
C " '""STEP SIZE CALCULATIONS : .'/
3500 - IF(TTNO) ocqg, 3510, 3520 .. ... ......
3 510/ S*AT=0.8
GO TO 3530
-3520 SPAT=STRFSS/ST°l ^ T - - -"-•• -
3530 CALL NEWSTPf S T FP, ITNQ, SFGd, S Tt>FS* f
_JL.... ..i_CAGRGL.t.. CnSAV, *CSAV, COS/VW, AC5A VW , ..SRAT, .SRA7A V__)_
C ORIMT CURRENT STATUS OF COMPUTATION
3700 WRITE (LPRIMT,30) I TMC , STRF SS , SRAT , S «
4
T AV , CA GRGL ,
1 CHSAV, AC C / V,S C GR t STEP
-"•30 FORMAT! I 10,F7.3,P7.3,F7.3, C 7.3,F 7 .3,F7.3 ,F8.4, F8.4) -














IF(CTRES C ) «5PSS, 3 5&Ci 3 R K'
TF(SFGP-SFGP.MN) 3°5r%., 3P5G, 3815 :.._...-
TPMP1 = 0.5 * (1 ."- + SPAT^TJ
TPMD^ = 1,0 - t fmox
?F( ABS (SR\t-tc mp1 ) _ JFMC2 \ 3'°1*. 3«16. 3820
t p { arc ( c r » t A V— T F ^ ° 1 ) - T c *^ p 2 ) 3850, 3ia 3'- » 3 3 ?0
IF( CTRFS^- r'TRy IN) 3«6C, 3840, 3830
IF( TTNO-NOJT ) 3 C C1, 3870, OQ ^°
VJPITE (L C PINT, 21)
WRITE . CL°P.IN7 , 31 ) . -:. .
FOPVA,T( 24H07E°O Strcjc u« c PEACHFP )
r,n T o 4000
WRITE '(LPPINT, 21) -
WRITP (IPPTN'T, 32)
F^R ,<, ^.T(21H0MI^!I^'U V, WAS ACHIEVED )
GO TO 4000 """". " • :."
WRITF (L°RINT, 21)
WRITE fL OP INT, 33) . . ... -
FORMAT(32Hr-SATI CFAC TOPY ? TP£SS WAS RFACHEO ) *
GO TO 4000
WP f TF < LP C INT, 21 )
WRITP ( L-°TNT, ?4 )
34 FORMAT(39H0MAXIMUM NIImrcr cf ITERATION? WEP£ USEO
77

r?JMLj?i!5__i_._ FORTRAN Pi " :-- --
GO TO 40C0 - :- ^? R-?P.GC... MONITO


















P0R.M4T(27H0TH«= c t'm, r n^ T A ° > N 'LP I v f c T pc c «. n , . •• ...•.---• 1 10 H POINT? fi, -l-L CONFinijo.?. tt PN A F" T /-^» ( L,L=1 ,LDIM)




.FdRM4T(lc.HG*****4ir}'"T ' "; ' '"""
'
"I" -- ffi*S?NS eSf'^W? n*>T f^nTrr pTottTnB ORTtTru-
IN ™ cfiNV
S








-C ------ CHANGE DIMENSION- " -"~ IU(^>.
._
^100 LniM^LOlM-LniM'i :—- ----- •
c
--•
-go to ioo^ ***^**************^
,
V - - .....
REI^ T I*U7E, AND pETUPH F0P














999« w?l T ? ,.«„ '' •• --- •--










Fortran ' ~~'- CfT
FIT cno wncro. FOR ^OSfM
SUBROUTINE F IT (OA ta °?
,
M






















CATA LREAO.'iprint, LPUNCH, I.SCS/ST > 2 ,<, ,7 , 1/'
~
'
-'OAT* TWOP, TW0I8 /512( 262 j 44/ ...J...'.. .'.:.....__."
;;.fORM..FIRST APPROXIMATION TO CORRECT PART.HON
'"
'".-[







----- Rh£V"° THF Mci L^" v'inE
B
^v,I^ fAriiVl l8^t ;
BLOCKS OF M7 C 1 FTP.v a c/dtiu py-re-T^*. -w-«
-'•--
.'LAST DHAT V< LUF. i)' THE BLOCK.
L IS MDT C ° ,J *J0 IN TH ^
«A=1
K = IJ(MA) / TWOIQ - •- ----- -.>-—.. ;.
_...
M3=MA+K-1 ' "
GO TQ ( 200, 3C0 ), LFITSU
_,_-
2 _....:.P R I MAPY A D PROACH
TF(K-l) 99c<3, j>2C f ?i~
-—.-—-=-
.-,„_,....
IF K=l, ^AV^ ^noTifr ttmc111 w«T«oisT(aAi:K;ij?3Ij^ A Tjl"5o,Hw(-Ai,3 f+ i.c-i ---'-- -
"""^""oIoPJ:
WIU 5 ° RT THC K ELEMENTS OF
-OIST- IN ILGFBRAIC
:






















' — ~ X^.-
._;_. LBLOCKfM'ni-5 • ••-•...
• • TFMPl = o •) •' ' - -
I^ D 2 =0.0 - - -
— £p 310 H.=MA,ms • ''•" -»
^«o"-c'53?UP f^i : ei?jj«» *«.«,,, ... "
CHAT(MA) = TPMOl " - . ,._





"'•-••;- v- ^proceed to next Rrr, « "• """""——-v---- :















--•-- JIWLWN COMPUTATION * ""-•• -- -'••---:'
500 mA =i • *********************±,,^
—
_
510 1.110=2 - • **************















- £?2 i F <»*-ll 9c,o ',,
SAT
'^IE0. IP u r, MPRG5
-' '
- MD^SD-Kn+i * -















CTONFW = DHATf^p) + nH;\ T (^i)
CHAT ( MA n) = Otdn^w
DHAT(MB) = WT + UTQ
NSftTls=0
MA- MAO
























IS BLOCK UP-SiTl cfie^. I c NO'
IF(MB-MM) 710, 730, 9999 •"• ---•---——
MAIJ = M B + 1
-KU=LBL0CK(MAIJ) ._.„..._. _
MQU=MAU + KI|-1
IF(KU-l) 9Q9Q, 713, ^15
WTU =WW(WR!)) ...-..-....-.......'• __;..
GO TO 717
WTU = DHtT(MBU)
CAV'J = PHAT(MfllJ) / WTU •"'" -.,--.—
I
c
< 04V-0AVU ) 730, "*?C, 720




CTONFW = DH.AT(«M + OHAT(f^U) -•
DM AT (MA) = OTOM c W
CHAT (MRU) = WT 4 WTU
'N«ATTS-0 • '- : ---•--•- ---
GO to POO • • "'•'
nsatts=msatis*i .... .:....... ,. .:._..
GO TO 800
PROCEED TO NEXT BLOCK IF PEADY. - - •
LUO = 2-LUO
OU c PY. IS BLOCK RCTH UF AND DOWN SATISFIED. IF
IF(NS4TIS-1) ^2r, 520, RIO
OU c PY. IS TH T .^ LA5T BLCC". IF NOT, GO CN TO NE
fc(MQ-MM) P2^ f. C CD, fi (' 0:'
"A= M R+1
-GO TO 510 ' - - •••- - • - -~ ..:.-.-_-..
MAIM COMPUTATION COMPLETE. PL-*CE ANSWERS IN OHAT.
MA=1
K=LBLOCK(MA)
... . . .. ,....,
MR=MA+K-1
IP(K-l) occ9, cic, C20
TFM°1 = nHAT(MA) f OHAT(VR) . ........ ......—J. —
CO <?30 M = MA f MR





FILE*. MDS FORTRAN CAMBRIDGE MON'ITClt
go tg c ^5
940 DHA T (MA) = OTST(Mfl)
945 Mi = MR f 1 • -• -----. , ...
TF.(MA-MM-l) 91 (j , o«5Q f Qqqc
1 -*950 • RETURN
C TROUBLE EXIT
999Q WRITE (IPcjMT, cq)
.
v













SUBROUTINE MPWSTDf S T F ? , TTN'OT *FG&, ^tppcc,
.i.l_..CAGRPL f COSAV, 4CSAV, COSAVW, AC SAVW, "SRAT'i SRATAV )
z NEWSTD THIS SUBROUTINE CE V PU T ES THE STF C SI 7F.
THE MAIM PURPOSE TF THIS ROUTINE IS TO COMPUTE THP NVUUE OF -CTFP-. ' • IN
INCIDENTALLY, IT UPDATES -COSAV- , -ACSAV-, AND
-SRAT
.
U°0Atp THR EE AVERAGE QUANTITIES
COSAV = CAGP.GL*COS*VW + C0 C ? V*( 1 . 0-CO c AVVf)
AC^AV = AR^ (C4GR0I )*£C SA VU + AT c * \/* ( i . q -ATS AVW )SRAT^V = (SRAT**C. 33334) * ( SPAT* V**r . A666M
IF(ITNO) IOC, ICC, 20ft '•' V
GUESS INI TIM. STE? SIZE
STFP= ( c50.C*ST«>rcs ) * SFG° ' '" ' "
RETURN
FIND NEW STEP SWF
ANG=4.Q**C0*/ v
TEM°1 = 1.0 (/MINI (l.r,^RAT*V) ) ** 5
TEM£>2 = i.o + ( ACS&V - APS (COSAV) )
BIAS = I . * f (Tt:M5i*TCM02)
OO-OOLK = SHRT (/MINI (1,p,C3;t) j
-STEP = STEP * ANT * PUS * nnpOLK
Rct URN
END







F ILF: MDS _ FORTRAN &1
: .... ... IF ( R . EO . 1 . J R T YP F. = 1








"Gninf 110, 120, 130) ,RTvpp
110 RFM.\lCT =*B$m






"PNT R Y R M 1 P P VI f Y' Y )/Y-YY
-GOTO (2 10,2 20, 230 ) ,RTYPE
210 PFUMCT=0.0










~"GOTG(310, 320, 33C ) ,RTYFE
31C R C UNCT=7







.C ..'.:•. -PRRTR AN STAB f l.S TPU CC-'CT




pqy.j VALENCE ""' "C IPto f o/^o)
COMMON L D A°
..._. INTEGER . TABU « 391 .....--.
PEAL A TAB (4, 3?)
-----—
—EQUIVALENCE
























.....LSEAD, l- DP INT t (.PUNCH, LSCAt
OAT. RL , NK
, PCTt E0
-
n5f CQHMAf c(73j flH#flH
MT/B1A, MTAB1R, VTAR9A. utadoo ,. ~
DARNG, TABMO - -
'2,3,7,1/








FORMAT ( 72 ^ J
)
"FORMAT < ix, Tl)
FORMAT (IX, 181 A 1
^
FORMAT ( ix. l?0)PORMAK IX, pip. iiFQ R M A T ( 1 X , i 2 A 1 )"
- FORMAT ( SI H Mncf.il





-?;!?.?_ FORTRAN o i
pe



































IFf X.EO.CHTAB(KX) ) NIJM^W=?
• !F( x,Eo,nnT ) npc c w = 2
GO to 300 ' "
•OR. x.FO. EQUALS .OR. X. 50. CCMMA ) PQ TO
I r ( X.FO.BLiNK .OR,
IF(X.EO.DnT) oFC^W=2
-GO TO 3C0
X.EO. EQUALS .OP. X.FQ. CCMMA ) GO TO
K = K +1




IF (NUMSW. 50. 2 I T V?E = MUV?W+nECSVs-l ..---...- .11 -.:-
-
WP ITF (I SCPAT, ?) TY^F
GO to tl40, 150),NUV<;w --.-




CRAT,M ^^NK f J=i t .fCI, (C(.n,J = ,K f .,B)
RL SW=1 - -
NUMSW= 1
CECSW=1
GO T 300 ". -—
is
-CONTINUE : —-. _ ..'.:._.













CO 1000 ««I f K«, •
GO
:
/o r|oo.-4xi^i c 57 xt?vpT


















^<*ARN0^ F%^ R 0Fr P , R
XTyo F=1
Go T 1000 ~ -
'25 =
"
mtaruH * "MTAB1R ' ' ' -00 TO 55QMA
= MTAR2* -
- ...
---$? tomta b2r :GO tq 55Q
M7-M " ,1 A t M^
'ju TO go q s- v/c
XTY^=i
T"ABMQ=i -----..
NAM F of TMT-,
J »~-tf*60)
f LTFMJ
' go To 1000
XtyI f?3 d^IM' L PARAmctE p
^ TO 1000





XriLtri »i)>, FORTRAN PI
*
'
v l < ;.. . CAMBRIDGE MQNITnJ
GH TQ 100.0
C
-OISS IM tl AP [Ttpc . -•' •• .—.-•..„ .......
6'tO PAR f 11 ) "= l.fl "
'




• 6^0 " piRf in =
-r,'o - :.....
GO TQ a^q ' ------
C
,,\ IMPLICITLY S°ECIPIFn rnu'FT" ' '-" -
— -







""999 WRITE (6, <5) "' - ' -- •- : - -—"
STOP
FNO -----r~ -..;.- ...
FnOTR'M coot -„~J ,r,
~
J
, „ SORT FQP MO^CAiSOR- PHP !YP CC£L JwtflLSUBROUTINE SORT* A, N, R, C, f), K, SWITCH )
.;._..,.
SORT THIS SUBROUTINE <CPTS ARo/. Y ft, ft^D MiY REARRANGE BAM
I^MWf? ^V^xJg rP^^ R> ^ T^"lN Awdwic" ORDER.
IP SWITCH IS -» DFSCFNn [^ rprjcp ------
5r 5 W I TC .
M
J




DIMENSION A (1800), 3(1 SCO, CU8C0), 0(1300)
IF (SWITCH) 100, 105, ICOSw=swiTrM
KD1=K+1
N'Ml=N-l
I C (NM1) 300, 3GC, 10*7 ",-
CO 150 1=1, NMl
101=1 + 1 " -- - •
00 140 J=TP1,I\! *



























.. h ( J )rTF,'.|C
^n to ( u.n
If"? = 0(1)
r(j) = tfmpTPMp = r r t j
C(J ) = TFMP





13C f 12r l'lf) KFJ









-g f I ) = n ( t c )gdci = TEMP
TEMP = C( T i
-C(i)=cr to



















C THIS VFPsin„ = UTt.,., Ie „
**********************
"—







...'...._ .1 . 57M
2 57HM
3 53H










(EL 1 MA J w
i rwoisry y fc—





) » N S K I P ( Q )
06/32/13
UlvJl^_J-^ltlO
DO 130 K=l, &i
00 13G L = l,l«'
W A(I ,j, x-rtrU f
30 CONTINUE "
DA TA 1 3/ 11 i/
DC 14'; 1=1,80 l'MiMiiR(n,l = l,ejl
M4KJ_P_U_}^c o_o_^






U'-i I w. 5 3 /T Q












I ' E ?'^- ) 50 TO 3
NANSA=NANSP(K)
-^-UiA^SJUtp.o^
DC 40 L=l ,in
IF(NANSA,:\«f












I l.Li'1 i I^,"jt:
f-G^O-T-O-6-9






| ^J^E( S f lu- 5)
WRITE (6TI0
1
LK5LLIJE ( a , 1 r
CCo! T f\UE
CCNTIi\'J«=
FC?M AT ( 5




'"nT-r-gTjTrrTurl 1 SE T" n iMn T 'esttpm K = other
-2UESXI QN










77—To-— i -• 7~77-v-
ANSWERS. GIVEN TO QUFST luN ' ^1 |T
-ULi_4X
VE-Rr
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